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Abstract 

Anxiety has become one of the common problems in society in recent years. As an 

emerging interactive medium, games can create a first-hand experience for players. 

Therefore, it is possible to guide the player through behavioral experiments 

implemented with the game. But in order to reduce the direct damage to the player 

and make the problem more obvious, metaphorical game is one of the good choices. 

 

In order to design and make such a metaphorical game, I firstly need to collect anxiety 

triggers and game design related theories into an initial design framework. These 

theories mainly include metaphorical game, experiential game model and reflection 

game design. After two iterations of game design core development, I'll be doing 

demos and interviews with several players. After that, I will summarize these data into 

several themes. These themes will extend the original design framework, which will 

also serve as an outcome of this paper. The two most prominent points in the 

expansion are beat chart and reward. 

Key words: metaphorical game, behavioral experiment, reflection, experiential 

game model, beat chart and reward     

  



abstrakt 

 

Ångest har blivit ett av de vanligaste problemen i samhället de senaste åren. Som ett 

framväxande interaktivt medium kan spel skapa en förstahandsupplevelse för spelare. 

Därför är det möjligt att guida spelaren genom beteendeexperiment implementerade 

med spelet. Men i För att minska den direkta skadan på spelaren och göra problemet 

mer uppenbart är metaforiskt spel ett av de bra valen. 

 

För att designa och göra ett sådant metaforiskt spel måste vi först samla in 

ångesttriggers och speldesignrelaterade teorier i ett initialt designramverk. Dessa 

teorier inkluderar huvudsakligen metaforiskt spel, upplevelsespelsmodell och 

reflektionsspeldesign. Efter två iterationer av speldesign. kärnutveckling kommer jag 

att göra demos och intervjuer med flera spelare. Efter det kommer jag att sammanfatta 

dessa data i flera teman. Dessa teman kommer att utöka det ursprungliga 

designramverket, vilket också kommer att fungera som ett resultat av detta dokument. 

De två mest Viktiga poäng i expansionen är beatdiagram och belöning. 

 

Nyckelord: metaforiskt spel, beteendeexperiment, reflektion, upplevelsebaserad 

spelmodell, taktdiagram och belöning  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 The problem 

The research question is how to help players navigate anxiety using metaphorical game 

as a tool. The meaning of navigate is to let the player have some reflection, or look at 

anxiety from another perspective, without requiring the player to completely overcome 

anxiety, which is actual impossible. The respondents as a test sample does not have to 

have anxiety disorder. As long as they have symptoms of anxiety to a certain extent, 

they can be targeted for navigate using metaphorical game(Rusch, 2017). 

1.2 The Context 

This thesis attempts to integrate theories into the design and implementation of 

developing metaphorical games. The design phase includes the construction of the 

source system and metaphor. The implementation stage is the mapping of metaphor to 

each game element of the game. The theories I use come from game design itself, but 

also from other fields, such as medicine and psychology. My job is to integrate these 

theories into the design framework and to get feedback in practice to improve the design 

framework. 

The biggest significance of this is that these concepts can be put into a concrete thing 

for discussion, which makes some abstract concepts in the past have the possibility of 

further development. In addition, I have encountered many problems in practice, and 

these experiences can save some time for later developers. 

Of course, as a direct influence, my game or the game made by others based on the 

design framework can guide a large number of anxious people. After all, the proportion 

of anxious people in society is very high, especially in the recent years of the covid-19 

epidemic. According to Salari statistics, the proportion of anxiety is as high as 31.9% 

in a sample size of 63,439. (Salari, 2020) 

1.3 The Method 

In order to navigate players' anxiety, I will start with the concept of anxiety and 

treatment methods, although I just want to give players some reflection, which may not 

reach the level of treatment. I will then combine these anxiety concepts with game 

design theory or related theory to develop a design framework and metaphorical game 

prototype. Then I will find anxious people to test my game to see if this gives them a 

new reflection on anxiety or uncertainty. The test method is observing the respondents, 

and after they finish playing the game, I do a follow-up interview with them. The results 

of the interview analysis will be used to improve the design framework. The hard part 



here is finding people with anxiety to test the game and extract the information I want 

from them. But I am still looking forward to the reflection After I analyze the interview 

data and extract the corresponding theme, I will further improve my design framework 

based on the experience extracted from other literature and themes. 

 

1.4 The Outcomes 

Outcome is to develop a design framework to design navigate anxiety. Hopeful, this 

can also be used or migrated to design for other human conditions. This design 

framework can allow game development to bring anxiety or other human conditions to 

the design and development process, and then allow players to reflect or even transform 

these contents. This framework should include processes, tools, and considerations. The 

process will be mentioned in the state of art review. Tools and caveats are mentioned in 

the result. 

As a side product of this design framework, I also implemented a sailing and balancing 

game demo. When explaining the design framework, always use this demo as an 

example of how these principles work. 

2 State of Art Review 

My literature review will begin with the definition, access and treatment of anxiety 

disorders, and then bring relevant game design or other area’s theory together to create 

my design framework and procedure. 

Each of the following theory contains two sub-sections: theory and application. Theory 

section is my summary of existing related theories, while the application section is 

about how I will use this theory in thesis. 

2.1 Generalized anxiety disorder  

2.1.1 Theory 

Generalized anxiety disorder(GAD) (Robichaud, 2012) is characterized by excessive 

and persist anxiety and worry about number of events or activities. And individuals find 

it hard to control the worry. Then GAD will have a large influence in physical body and 

life quality.  

Although GAD is hard to recognize, even for GAD specialists, clinicians still can assess 

GAD by useful diagonotic interviews and self-report questionnaires (Robichaud, 2012) 

in 3 different areas. These areas are GAD worry, somatic symptoms and impairment. 

Firstly, clinicians should know how frequently clients worried about life topic over the 

last six months including family, interpersonal relationships, work/school, health, 

finances and day-to-day minor matters. Detailed questions will be listed below: "Are 

you worry too much about X", "if everything going all right, are you still worried about 



this topic"(address stressors), "Is it difficult to control X?". Secondly, clients will 

experience at least three of following six somatic symptoms: restlessness or feeling 

keyed up or on edge, being easily fatigued, difficulty concentrating or mind going blank, 

irritability, muscle tension, and sleep disturbance. Clinicians need to figure out these 

symptoms and expand clients' experience. Thirdly, clinicians need to know significant 

distress in clients' life as a result of their symptoms. Detail questions will try to make a 

link between symptom and impairment. These three assessment areas will be helpful 

for research when finding participant of interviews and track their state constantly. 

Therapies for GAD tend to be lengthy and complex, taking around 18 sessions(Hebert, 

2019),. Here we introduce a streamlined GAD treatment that mainly uses behavioral 

experiments to target intolerance of uncertainty(IU), since participant has better 

remission by post treatment than others in a small sample(Hebert, 2019).   

In their IU model(Hebert, 2019), IU focus on catastrophic misinterpretations of 

uncertainty that lead to problematic emotional, cognitive and behavioral sequekae. This 

model consists of  triggers, beliefs about uncertainty and symptoms. They propose three 

kinds of situational properties trigger uncertainty: ambiguity, novelty and 

unpredictability. If one trigger triggers individual's uncertainty, individual will have a 

belief about uncertainty to react. For instance, one person has negative belief and he(she) 

might think like, "If I'm uncertain, I can't start this project.". Then this person will have 

symptoms anxiety, worry and safety behaviors. The type of trigger and the logic of 

uncertainty will largely use in my game design, especially in core gameplay, balance. 

Their cognitive behavioral treatment(CBT) protocol targets IU by a single techniques: 

behavioral experiments(Hebert, 2019) that involves identifying and testing relevant 

personal beliefs via predetermined behaviors or situation. For clients, this technique 

requires them to identify and reflect their beliefs about uncertainty. In order to be 

comfortable with reflecting uncertainty, clients need to experience some uncertainty 

without becoming overwhelmed and develop “momentum” (Robichaud, 2012).  

“momentum” is a tool to make clients comfortable with uncertainty. The form in which 

"Momentum" exists is not mentioned by the author, and I will build my own 

"Momentum" in the game. 

2.1.2 Application 

Behavioral experiments is the method to navigate player in my game. Players need to 

feel the uncertainty first, and then reflect on it. This means that my game will be 

designed to make the player feel uncertain, and provide some material or environment 

for the player to reflect on the uncertainty. At the same time, relevant elements and 

theoretical sources in my design framework should be used to make players feel the 

uncertainty better or promote player reflection. 

When designing triggers players to be uncertain, the three triggers of uncertainty in the 

IU model will be heavily used, including ambiguity, novelty and unpredictability. 

"Momentum" can be used as material for player reflection, in the form of player skill 

growth, player emotional highs, or game progression. 

Additionally, self-report questionnaires (Robichaud, 2012) in 3 different areas will be 



used to check if player is anxious before interview. 

2.2 Experiential Game model 

2.2.1 Theory 

Experiential game model (Kiili, 2005) works for educational game as a link between 

gameplay and experiential learning through maintaining player motivation and 

engagement. This model consists of ideation loop, an experience loop and a challenge 

bank. In the ideation loop, player will generate preivative idea without considering 

constraints and idea after finishing challenges based on educational objective. After the 

ideation loop, player need to test solutions actively and get immediate feedback 

regarding to game's clear goals. Players will be involved in game control when testing 

the solution, and its design dimensions include family and difficulty(Mustaquim, 2014). 

Then player need to reflect on the feedback and contract schemata that are related to 

solution by focused attention. Finally, the main purpose of challenge bank is to provide 

a player with challenges that are matched to his or her skill level in order to increase 

the likelihood of experience flow. The goal of the challenge should be "ill-structured". 

This means that challenges should not provide the player with step-by-step guidance, 

but the player should know the general direction of their efforts. 

Further more, Phelps suggests a new word experiential gameplay (Phelps, 2020) to feel 

the emotion directly, rather than empathetic. In his case study of Fragile Equilibrium, 

he mentions that player need to practice balance between internal repair and external 

defense regarding to an environment that increasingly becomes more hostile and 

decayed. The fracturing and destruction of the screen is symbolic of the feeling of one's 

world breaking apart and feedback. In the second half of the article, he mentions a 

design space about avatar and representation about environment and gameplay . That 

said we can combine the experiential gameplay with environment that represents the 

theme. Finally, he extracted common features from a series of games about depression 

and anxiety, the core game mechanics all related to repetition. On the one hand, 

Repetition is related to anxiety, and on the other hand, it can turn game actions into 

semi-automation, allowing players to perform more complex actions. 

2.2.2 Application 

The experiential game model shows how a player can gradually acquire a skill through 

control of gameplay and flow. But this thesis design framework will use mechanics and 

game flow as the main design elements instead of gameplay and challenge bank. Game 

mechanics is more of an engineering concept while gameplay is more of a design 

concept(Fabricatore, 2007). My design framework is to map game content to specific 

game elements, so I choose mechanic instead of gameplay. Since I want to explore ways 

to give players motivation in game progression rather than just difficulty, I'm going to 

use game flow instead of challenge bank. Game flow refers to the process by which 



players experience the game. 

In the challenge bank, the author mentions the "ill-structured" goal, which I will use to 

set the player's initial goal. Then the challenge bank is to maintain the player's 

motivation through difficulty control. This thesis will use beat charts and rewards to 

expand ways to maintain player motivation or meaning. 

In the experience loop in the experimental game model, the player should experiment 

actively. Kiili is describing the interaction between the player and the system from the 

player's point of view, and I need to parse the game elements from the system's view. 

Therefore, my design framework will refine the process of experimentation into 

specific game elements: interface, camera, control, etc. Control has two design 

dimensions, familiarity and complexity, but only familiarity is considered in my design 

framework. 

In the experimental gameplay, the author mentioned that the player needs to balance 

the game actions according to the constant changes of the environment. I'm going to 

introduce system behavior to make changes to the environment during mechanical 

design. 

2.3 Reflection Game Design 

2.3.1 Theory 

Reflective game design (Khaled, 2018) concerns sensitizing players towards underlying 

assumptions and values inherent in familiar systems, and provoking them into deeply 

exploring, questioning and co-creating responses to problems in light of their own 

experiences and beliefs. There are four principles below when designing reflective 

game: Questions over answers, clarity over stealth, disruption over comfort and 

reflection over immersion. Questions means games is less about providing players with 

clear-cut, singular solutions, and more about giving spaces for players to reframe 

problems. This space can happen in ambiguous and unpredictable goals when reflects 

on feedbacks of solution. Clarity is about interpretation of the game. Player should 

know how and why they learned something from a game. Why can happen before 

testing my game, but how should use suitable interpretation key to solve. Disruption 

happens when we are confronting situations that challenge out status quo. This situation 

can be the interaction between the player and the system, or the feedback of the system. 

For example, complex controls about simple interaction can trigger disruption(Mitchell, 

2016). This principle embracing designing for surprise, awkwardness and uncertainty 

in all game elements. Finally, reflection asks player interpretate game meaning actively, 

which needs enough motivation for player both in and out of game. 

2.3.2 Application 

Here's how the four principles are applied in my thesis in turn: 

1. Questions over answers: use "ill-structured" goal to set my challenge. 



2. Clarity over stealth: use sound and visual effect as interpretive key to notify player 

that the game is about anxiety. 

3. Disruption over comfort: When creating unpredictability for the mechanic, I will use 

the game feedback to disrupt the player. 

4. Reflection over immersion: Use the interview to connect games and real life. 

2.4 Metaphorical game 

2.4.1 Theory 

There are two ways to make meaning for games by metaphor: how it works and how it 

feels(Rusch, 2017). The former pattern simulates the process of source system. The way 

of expression is called experiential gestalt that consists of participants, parts, stages, 

linear sequence and purpose. These elements will provide a fairly apparent, physical 

basis. Participants arises out of the concept of the self as actor performs actions. Parts 

are objects or activities that we experience by our perception and interactions. Stages 

works as motor functions involve knowing where we are and what position we are in 

initial condition, beginning, middle or end. Linear sequence is a way to organize and 

present stages in activity or event. Purpose is needs and desires to perform certain 

actions. The latter takes the same dimensional division but focuses on the gaming 

experience as a source of meaning and then this will give us a kind of human condition 

insight. 

The content of metaphor largely depends on the construction of symbolic 

modeling(Lawley and tompkins 2011, pp. xiv–xv). Symbolic modeling raises 

awareness for how we perceive the world and ourselves through the properties and 

relationships of different symbols. These include 4 levels of organization: symbols, 

relationships between symbols, patterns across those relationships and a pattern of 

organization of the entire configuration of patterns, relationships and symbols(Lawley 

and tompkins 2011, pp. xiv–xv). Symbols are the smallest and most tangible 

components of metaphors, which exist in "somewhere" or "somewhen". The properties 

of a symbol change depending on its position in the metaphor. A relationship is an 

interaction or connection "between", "across" and "over" two symbols. In games, two 

symbols can interact or have a relationship between some procedural variables. Then, 

patterns of relationships and a pattern of pattern are contexts used to organize symbols 

and their relationships into larger systems. In games, there are two modes of creator and 

consumer. The pattern between them then builds the game system. 

Next, the author proposes purposeful game design and give a heuristic question list that 

can be my start of my game: 

1. What is the game about? 

2. What is the game’s purpose/communicative goal? 

3. Literal or metaphorical approach? 

4. Does the metaphor fit the game’s experiential gestalt? 

5. Should the game model “how it works” or “what it feels like”? 



6. How encompassing should the system that shall be modeled in the game be? 

7. From which perspective should the player interact with the system? 

8. Do the core mechanics reinforce the game’s meaning? 

9. Are the player and the avatar well aligned? 

2.4.2 Application 

First, the heuristic questions above led me to build my design framework elements: 

design goal(question 2), source system(question 1), model of metaphor(question 3 and 

4), player representation(question 9) other game elements(question 6, 7, 8, 9). However, 

when I choose models of metaphor, I put "how it works" and "how it feels" "integrated 

together. Therefore, I have several experiential gestalts that map game mechanics and 

game flow and combine the best of both models. The integration of these two models 

can use beat charts. Also, in the integration of game elements in my design framework, 

I borrowed from the experiential game model. 

Second, when I build the metaphor, the symbolic modeling will expand my initial 

imagination, making the metaphor complete enough for a game.  

2.5 Beat Chart 

2.5.1 Theory 

Beat chart (Caballlero, 2012) is a good way to define what the player feels at what 

position and what challenge or help you put in that position. This not only allows you 

to combine mechanics and emotions, but also allows you to make the player's emotional 

changes more effective and complex to empathize with the player. The point of a beat 

is based on the player's experience with the game mechanics. On this basis, extended 

consoles or mixed game mechanics can allow players to form an emotional curve that 

goes up and down. When the mechanic can no longer extend the desired emotion, new 

mechanic should be developed. 

2.5.2 Application 

I didn't use Beat chart in my initial game design. My second test was mostly about 

getting players to think about uncertainty and anxiety through direct experience with 

game mechanics: balance mechanic and Two Variants – balance with UI and balance 

with complete UI. The emotional tone is a gradual decrease in anxiety or uncertainty. 

The emotional tone itself reflects how it feels, and this change reflects how it works. 



2.6 Intrinsic motivation and reward  

2.6.1 Theory 

Players aren't very interested in more fragmented and less playable mechanics. The 

essence of the problem is that these mechanics do not give the player the corresponding 

freedom and autonomy, so the player will lack intrinsic motivation (Deci, 1999). 

Generally speaking, things like play, exploration and challenge seeking are more 

intrinsically motivated (Deci, 1999). With this in mind, some exploration and challenge 

seeking events can be added to Anxiety Ocean(my demo’s name). Players will get stuck 

in the first place, but exploring darker or more dangerous places can give players hints 

about the trouble, which will motivate player more. 

In addition to these activities with intrinsic motivation, we can also use external rewards 

to motivate and arouse players' interest. However, behavioral psychology rewards like 

following the "do this, get that" model ( Kohn, Alfie. 1993) tend to have the opposite 

result ( Hennessey, 2015). In order for this reward to work, we have to follow three 

principles: 1. The player already has a strong and salient motivation for the task 

itself(Amabile, 1996; Hennessey, 1993). 2. This reward must reward the player's effort 

or arouse the player's further interest (Amabile, 1996; Hennessey, 1993). 3. This reward 

is unexpected. It is worth noting here that even if the reward is unexpected at the 

beginning, the player will expect the "unexpected" reward when the reward appears 

multiple times (Deci, 1999). A good way to arrange rewards is pace that is mainly to 

ensure that activities of various intensity can be alternated(Pete Ellis, 2015).  

2.6.2 Application 

The theory about reward is not directly implemented in my game. But based on the 

feedback of the second interview, I used the theory of reward to improve some of these 

problems. I used both intrinsic motivation to design the game mechanics and external 

rewards as final feedback. 

2.7 My design framework  

This section will explain how to integrate the above theory into my design framework. 

Then I explain the elements of my design framework in great detail. In mechanic design 

as figure 2, my practical experience divides various sub-elements into processes. Finally, 

I will describe how this design framework is used in thesis. 

http://pete-ellis.com/
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2.7.1 Construction of design framework 

My design framework is shown in Figure 1, and its core concept is to guide the entire 

game flow with the player's direct feelings. Next I will explain how to relate the above 

theory to the elements of the framework and how to construct these elements in order. 

First, according to the application in the metaphorical game chapter, I already have the 

Design goal, source system, how it feels, how it works, player representation and 

specific elements in the game. It's worth noting that I mapped metaphor to how it feels 

and then how it works. I think emotions can guide the player throughout the metaphor 

simulation, but the method used - the beat chart should be specifically mentioned in the 

improvement design framework and the design of iteration 2. The division of specific 

elements in the game I borrowed from the division of the experiential game model: 

mechanical and game flow. 

Then there are the elements sound and challenge. In the application of reflection game 

design, it is mentioned that sound can be used as an interactive key. Because I want to 

guide the player with the player's direct feelings, I connect the sound with how it feels. 

The challenge is set up from the experimental game model-"ill structured" goal. I put 

the challenge at the end to use it as a window to connect the player and the game. 

My mechanical design is shown in Figure 2, which is divided according to the various 

stages of the game action. Compared to the experience loop of the experimental game 

model, I add the step of gaining information for action. Because the camera and 

interface in the game will change the information that the player sees and affect the 

player's reception of feedback. So I made a more detailed division of the process of 

player experimentation. 

2.7.2 Elements in design framework 

Next, I introduce the meaning of each element in the framework and the format in which 

they should be presented in the design. The meaning of these elements is more specific 

than the meaning in the source, according to the contextual dependencies of the 

elements. The format of the elements presented in the design is divided into how it 

works and how it feels, which strictly uses the experiential gestalt, and I define a set of 

rules myself to facilitate the whole framework to be more closely linked. In subsequent 

frameworks, I will give more restrictions on the format and requirements of these 

elements, such as beat chart in game flow. 

1. Design goal: The purpose of other elements in the framework. Design goals should 

be drawn from research questions and corresponding methods in the literature. 

2. Source system: a specific theme and the player's action or interaction with the theme. 

Actions and interactions were added by myself because I thought metaphor needed to 

have a perspective on the theme. 

metaphor structure: experience, fight and meaning 

3. How it feels: This is the second way to model metaphorical games, emphasizing the 

player's direct feelings. Its output is experiential gestalt. The metaphor built through the 



source system is divided into three parts: direct experience, fight with enhanced 

experience and create meaning for fight. The first two will use the how it feels model, 

and the latter will use the how it works model. 

4. How it works: This is the first way to model metaphorical game, simulating the 

process of source system. Its output is also experiential gestalt. See how it feels for its 

function. 

5. Mechanic: game mechanics are the rules or ludemes that govern and guide the 

player's actions (Boller, 2013). In this design framework, I mapped the rules to 

Mechanic design is based on action as shown in Figure 2: Gain information for action, 

take actions and feedback. The interface refers to the information that the system 

presents to the player. Camera is the perspective from which the player sees this 

information. The actions of the system are events that occur in the game every moment. 

Player controls are how the player's keys affect the game. Action feedback refers to the 

response given by the system after the player takes an action. 

6. Game flow: The purpose is to maintain the player's motivation in the game flow. It 

will organize the mechanics in some way to achieve its purpose. I will initially organize 

mechanics by difficulty. 

7. Player representation: The player's image in the game should match the purpose of 

how it feels. 

8. Sound: The game sound is used as an interpretive key to remind the player of the 

purpose in how it feels. 

9. Challenge: The task given to the player when the game starts. The principles of 

design should be "ill-structured". 

 

The following describes the mapping between the various elements of the design 

framework as figure 1. The left side of the Framework is the metaphor, while the right 

side is the game elements. The elements on the right are more informative than those 

on the left, so this mapping is a process of incrementally expanding the information. I 

propose the following guidelines based on practical experience so that the expansion 

process does not deviate from the original meaning. 

1. Design goal -> Source system: Extract the player's action or interaction from the 

design goal 

2. Source system -> How it feels: Firstly, find the original metaphor of the core feeling 

according to the imagination. Then amplify the feeling of this metaphor to extreme 

situations as a part of the fight. Then find the symbolic thing as the meaning of fight in 

terms of the original metaphor and the opposite of feeling. Finally, according to the 

source system, the first two phases of the metaphor are complemented by the 

experimental gestalt. The sequence of these two experiential gestalt places more 

emphasis on the transition between states. 

3. Source system and How it feels -> How it works: according to the source system, the 

last stage of metaphor are complemented by the experimental gestalt.. The sequence of 

this experiential gestalt puts more emphasis on how to organize the cycle of experience. 

4. How it feels -> Mechanic: Emphasize the transition of the player state through system 

behavior and feedback (the sequence of these two experiential gestalt emphasizes the 



transition between states.) And then through the interface and camera to emphasize the 

system behavior and feedback. 

5. Mechanic and How it works -> Game flow: The cycle of experience is organized in 

some way, such as difficulty. Then connect the game elements to this way. 

6. How it feels -> Player representation: Extract the core feeling from the experiential 

gestalt, and then use it to simulate this feeling with the game character. 

7. How it feels -> Sound: Extract the core feeling from the experiential gestalt, and use 

it to simulate this feeling with game sound. 

8. Game flow -> Challenges: Usually the symbol of meaning is used as the target of the 

challenge. 

2.7.3 Usage of design framework 

This design framework will be used throughout thesis. At the beginning of the thesis, I 

would use it to design and develop the game. After getting feedback from players, I will 

modify the framework and redesign some of the content based on that. Finally, I also 

have some ideas for this design framework based on player feedback and my reflections, 

although these ideas may not be implemented in my game. 

3 Methodology 

My research method is Research through design and interview. In the next sections, I 

will introduce their source and procedure in turn. Finally, I'll use positionality and 

reflexivity to illustrate why I took these two methods. 

3.1 Research through design 

In order to test and develop my game design framework, I will design and develop a 

simple prototype. This prototype will be used to test the player's game experience, 

mainly about their direct game experience and how to connect with anxiety. The 

player's gaming experience will in turn validate or facilitate my design. So, my main 

approach is research through design(Sadokierski, Z, 2019; coulton, 2017). The method 

of testing the gaming experience is a semi-structured interview(Cote, 2015) aided by 

questionnaires(Eklund, 2015), as I believe the truth is based on an individual's cultural 

context and experiences, and these specific facts will validate and expand my design 

model. 

Sadokierski gives a framework for documenting Research through design (rtd) as 

scholarly research. He believes that research through design should pay attention to 

methodological transparency. In other words, this approach requires a higher quality 

document to show others your work critically. To this end, he proposed that the 

document of the method should contain three parts: contextual research, progressive 

overview maps and experiment logs. Contextual research is similar to literature review, 

but requires documenting key anchors that allow you to generate new ideas. Progressive 



overview maps are a continuous record of your current work status. Its sentence 

organization is "I am exploring...", "by doing...", "so that...". Finally, experiment logs 

refer to the specific activities of the iterative part of the project, where iteration refers 

to prototypes, material experiments or user testing scenarios. In the logs, the author 

needs to record the aims, context, methods and reflections. Among the methods, the 

data I want to collect is the player's direct feeling and the setting that allows the player 

to generate associations about belief, in the form of interviews and questionnaires. The 

case study given by the author is to use different forms of pictures to lead to different 

knowledge. The methods are mainly to draw different pictures and then evaluate them 

yourself and peers. Games are more interactive than graphics, but still connect the 

player's experience with key graphics that showcase core game mechanics. 

Coulton mentioned that when using research through design, the game you create will 

greatly influence the knowledge you generate. Your game is designed for the market 

and designed for research, and the resulting body of knowledge is completely different. 

I'm prototyping games now to generate knowledge, but the problem is that my game-

making skills come from industry. My point of view for making games may be more 

technical, more aesthetically pleasing, or more fluid. This results in the knowledge I 

generate still highly related to the original knowledge of making the game, rather than 

the design framework and the analysis results of the interview. In order to reduce the 

occurrence of this problem, I should write the design according to the design framework 

before I start looking for game materials. This part is mentioned in the game design 

section.  

So the flow of my approach is to identify design goals, define game design framework, 

develop game prototype, conduct interview and questionnaire, data analysis and 

reflection. After one more iteration I will start thinking about the design goals and 

design framework based on my interpretation of player feedback. Design goals and 

design framework have been mentioned in the background, so next I will briefly 

describe my development process and two rounds of testing. The key anchor mentioned 

above mainly occurs after collecting literature, game development and two rounds of 

interviews. The original idea of the literature collection was to combine metaphorical 

game and anxiety research, but then I read Rusch's paper mentioning experiential 

gameplay. Next, I try to integrate these theories into the development process to see 

what elements are missing. Major anchors in game development and interviews I will 

cover in the next two large chapters. 

 

3.2 Interview 

In the next sections, I will introduce the timeline, participants, the specific content and 

process of the interview and how to use the interview data. I had two rounds of 

interviews. In two interviews, I had four of the same participants, and they all had some 

symptoms of anxiety. The core content of the interview is about the experience of the 

game and the guidance of the game on their lives. 

It should be reminded here that the participants need to play my game before the 



interview. So I call the whole process the tests, and sometimes call them testers. 

3.2.1 Timeline 

The game design and development of Thesis is about from the beginning of February 

to the end of March. The first interview is in early to mid-April, while the second 

interview lasts until the end of April. Before interview, these four participants need to 

play my game. The data analysis of the interview continued until mid-May. 

3.2.2 Participants 

Since the goal of my game is to allow players to reflect on and even transform anxious 

beliefs, I would like to select playtest participants who have or have had anxiety 

disorders. But considering that it is difficult for me to find such people and conduct 

interviews, I will lower the requirement to anxious people. The selection of the 

population ranged from students in the game design department of Uppsala University.  

The secondary factor that affect the player's character are game experience: two 

experienced players, and two not. My design framework is based on direct experience 

in game. If players is familiar with game pattern, the will have different feeling on it. 

The final limiting factor is that I only have four participants, which may affect the 

generalization of the results of the analysis. 

 

After finding the right participants and getting the participants’ consent, I prefer to test 

in the player's home, which makes them more comfortable. If negotiations fail, I will 

invite them to my home or public area for testing and interviews. 

As a result, I had a total of 4 participants, all of whom were classmates in my thesis 

class. Among them, two men and two women. Therefore, the social distance between 

us is closer, and the bias caused by the racial difference between us will be reduced 

(Williams, 1964). Social relationships also make it easier to ask more in-depth 

navigation questions (Williams, 1964). I call them players ABCD, their gender and age 

are:, female 25, male 43, female 38, male 24. 

3.2.3 Interview guide 

This section will lay out the general structure of their topics and the specific questions 

I plan to use to explore player's feedbacks. This guide will have three components: 

Introductory script, warm-up questions, and substantive questions. The demographic 

question will be placed in the questionnaire before the interview (Eklund, 2015). 

Demographic questions are intended to allow me to pursue deeper questions in the 

substantive question and to provide a basis for my subsequent analysis. 

The Introduction script is to start the interviews and remind the player of the 

researcher's research goals. Here's an example: 

 



I'm researching how to use metaphorical game to navigate players. Then the interview 

is mainly asking about the direct gameplay experience of the prototype you just played 

and the events in your life that this experience reminds you of. 

 

Warm-up questions are mainly to ask some relatively simple and easy-to-answer 

questions to get participants into the state. An example is as follows: 

How long have you been playing video games for? 

In order to verify the correctness of the design framework, I had to test the player's 

perception of the three experiential gestalts and the effect of the game's guidance on the 

player. For this, I designed questions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. To verify the effect of the player's 

perception of the experiential gestalt on the actual navigation effect, I asked question 1. 

If the answer in question 1 and the feeling in question 5 is consistent, then the player is 

using the deepest gaming experience to recall life events. Finally, since my testers are 

designers themselves, I routinely ask them for advice like question 7. 

In order to reduce the bias of the interview, my questions are all open questions. These 

questions leave out specific details (Powell, 2012). 

So, the questions in my first interview are as follows: 

1. Could you describe your most impressive experience in game? 

2. How do you feel when you are in the vortex? 

3. How do you feel when you find lighthouse 

4. How do you feel after lighting up lighthouses and find the island? 

5. Is there some life experience like game experience? 

6. Can you use game to navigate your life? 

7. Do you have any suggestion on my game? 

The purpose of the second test is mainly to verify the guiding effect of the improved 

design framework and the effect of the new changes. Therefore, I removed the original 

first question. Regarding the question of experiential gestalt I have added new following 

questions as follows: 

1.How do you feel when you are in the vortex? 

2.Following: how do you feel about these difference in different vortex? 

3.How do you feel after defeating vortex? 

4.Following: Do you notice some difference after defeating vortex? 

5.How do you feel after lighting up lighthouses and find the island? 

6.Is there some life experience like game experience? 

7.Can you use game to navigate your life? 

 

It is worth mentioning that while I was interviewing with the player, I also recorded the 

keywords that the player said. Not only does this let me know where I'm asking the 

question, it also serves as a confirmation for the player at the end. 

 

The purpose of the questionnaire before the interview is mainly to see if the player is 

in a state of anxiety. Since they are testing the game, an important factor is their previous 

gaming experience. So my 4 questions are as follows: 

1. Is there anything that worries you in the past six months? Including family, 



interpersonal relationships, work/school, health, finances and day-to-day minor matters. 

2. Are these worries causing you physical discomfort? 

3. How have these concerns affected your life and work? 

4. How to describe your game skill? 

These four problems will be scaled from 1 to 5, which means that they have little impact, 

have a little impact, have a certain impact, have a great impact, and have an irreversible 

impact. That is to say, the scores of the entire questionnaire will be distributed from 3 

to 15 to represent the anxiety level of the participants. We usually think that a score of 

6 is an anxious person, and a score of 9 is a certain anxiety symptom, because the tester 

has already It's hard to control anxiety. 

The final output of the interview is audio, which requires later Transcription processing. 

3.2.4 Transcription 

Transcription is the process of writing down the interview process for analysis patterns. 

This process will be carried out by me, and will be sent back to the participant at the 

end to confirm whether my transcription is reasonable (Anderson, 2016).  

In practice, I have already taken notes during the interview, and then let the participants 

check the correctness of my notes after the interview. This means that the original 

transcription has been interpreted by my own layer. After the interview, I listened to the 

recorded audio sentence by sentence to record it in the document. At the same time, I 

also eliminated responses or sentences that were not relevant to my research, such as 

do you want some coffee.  

3.2.5 Analysis  

Patton suggests 10 types of qualitative analysis (Patton, 2014). I will use content 

analysis, cross-case pattern analysis, cross-case thematic analysis, inductive analysis 

and deductive analysis. Content analysis need to identify and organizing the content of 

narrative text , which will then be classified into different patterns based on similarity 

by cross-case pattern analysis. Cross-case thematic analysis will give a thematic name 

to each pattern for the pattern's connotes and implications. Inductive analysis and 

deductive analysis are two modes of pattern extraction. The former is by searching for 

the properties of the data itself, while the latter is more inclined to be based on existing 

theories. 

My analysis process will consist of two or three iterations. The first is from induction 

to deduction, and then from deduction to induction. The first time summarizes the 

content, and then extracts features and connect them to my design framework. 

Subsequent iterations repeat this process to avoid inadequate analysis, but also check 

that my previous deduction logic matches all the data. If I find some counter-examples, 

I should improve my deduction logic. 

The main limitation of my analysis process is in the first generalization, because the 

deduction process will definitely substitute my assumptions. I'll mention my personality 

and reflexivity in the next section, hoping to make my assumptions a little clearer. 



3.3 Positionality and reflexivity 

The problem I researched was navigate player anxiety by metaphorical game. I expect 

that I can form a reasonable design framework to solve the problem, through the actual 

prototype and few sample tests. The reason behind it is that I think knowledge arises 

from practice and the world is diverse according to culture and context. That said, I can 

only get locally applicable truths on a small number of players. In addition,  

I can use open question to decrease bias in the interview. 

I mainly use prototype and interview to collect data. In addition to the above mentioned 

purpose is to use practice to solve the problem, the interview is because I want to know 

more about the player's game experience, which will be used to improve my design 

framework. But I shouldn't use the question to give the player an obvious orientation in 

the interview. The participants in the interview all went to the same class as me, so I 

had to be careful if the positive comments came from their hearts. The data analysis 

part I mainly completed through the comparison between cases and thematic mapping. 

This method is highly subjective when summarizing the content. I should extract the 

method I summarized after the analysis and send it back to the tester to reduce bias.  

4 Game Design and Development 

This chapter mainly describes the game development process and the final appearance 

of the game. The development process refers to how I apply the design framework to 

actual development, and what are the key points (which are different from what I 

imagined?) that aroused my thinking. After that, I will describe the first version of the 

game, and then describe my second version and possible changes after that in an 

incremental mode. Finally, describe why the work is important and what makes it 

innovative. 

My game is called Anxiety Ocean. This game is about sailing and balancing as figure 4 

and figure 5. The goal of the game is to find the island. But players can't see the island 

directly, and can only get a bigger view by constantly lighting up the lighthouse. And 

there are vortices near these lighthouses that will draw players into them. Players need 

to balance cork in it. 

Throughout the process, I did two iterations and testing of the game version. The second 

version has made the mechanics and flow of the game more in line with the feeling and 

guidance of anxiety. However, a lot of feedback from players has still not been 

implemented into the game, or has not had time to do the next test. 

After the second version, I mentioned some changes in the result and discussion, but 

they have not been fully implemented into the game. 

 

4.1 Iteration one 

In this section, I will explain how to translate my research questions into specific game 



development according to the aforementioned design framework. It will be divided into 

two parts: metaphor and game elements. The first half is until how it works. 

4.1.1 Metaphor 

First, my research question is how to help players navigate anxiety using metaphorical 

game as a tool. According to behavioral treatment, players should experience 

uncertainty and then reflect. So my design goal is to make the player trigger anxiety 

and then provide some material for reflection. The actual reflection can take place in 

the post-game interview. 

My source system is player experiences uncertainty and fight with it to develop 

"momentum". "Momentum" as a material could be used to reflect on beliefs about 

uncertainty by players. Uncertainty's triggers are unpredictability, novel and ambiguity. 

Create an experience that makes players anxious. 

Next, find the metaphor that allows players to experience uncertainty and fight. Start 

with the unpredictable attribute of uncertainty. I close my eyes and focus on my body. 

I felt my body shaking. What is shaking? Cork in the sea. Why am I shaking at sea? I 

need to find a landing spot at sea, but I don't know which direction is the right one. 

At this time a bright lighthouse appeared, so I knew where to go. In order to get to the 

lighthouse, I need to overcome a stronger shaking than shaking: this is in vortex. Then 

the three core experiences of this metaphor are to find lighthouses in the sea, balance 

in the cork and find island. 

 

The purpose of the experiential gestalt of find lighthouse is to make players feel 

uncertain, which is the first part of the design goal. To make find lighthouse more 

unpredictable, I added fake lighthouses to interfere with the player's finding. Fake 

lighthouse will mess up the player's original positioning. So the player needs to try and 

remember the surrounding environment to find the right lighthouse. In order to create 

a "momentum" for the player looking for the lighthouse, the player needs to balance in 

the vortex before enabling the lighthouse effect. Finally, find the experiential gestalt of 

lighthouse as follows: 

1. Participant: player 

2. Parts: cork, sea, vortex, right lighthouse, fake lighthouse 

3. Stages: look around the sea to figure out which is right lighthouse, drive in the sea to 

try lighthouse’s effect, balance in vortex, find the right lighthouse 

4. Sequence: try all the lighthouse until find right one(from unpredictable state to 

predictable state) 

5. Purpose: allow player to feel unpredictable or uncertain(anxious) 

The purpose of balance cork is to exercise tolerance of unpredictability, which is a mean 

of treating anxiety (Robichaud, 2012). To make the balance cork more unpredictable, I 

added unknown power to the vortex to make the cork tilt randomly. In order to create a 

"momentum" for the player balancing process, I will adjust the strength and frequency 

of unknown power. Players will get "momentum" in both balanced and unbalanced. 

Finally, the experiential gestalt of balance cork is as follows: 



1. Participant: player 

2. Parts: vortex, unknown power from vortex balanced cork, unbalanced cork 

3. Stages: cork is balanced, cork is unbalanced 

4. Sequence: swing between unbalanced and balanced state; in the final, cork will be 

balanced 

5. Purpose: exercise tolerance of unpredictability 

The last experiential gestalt, find island mainly gives meaning to the previous two 

gestalts. After finding the lighthouse, the player will reveal the new lighthouse. The 

cycle of finding lighthouses and revealing new lighthouses will continue several times. 

Then make these cycles meaningful to the player in some way, such as using difficulty 

to fit the player's skill growth. Therefore, the process of the last find island is as follows: 

1. Participant: player 

2. Parts: cork, sea, vortex, right lighthouse, fake lighthouse, island and 2 different 

camera view (drive camera and balance camera) 

3. stages: find right lighthouse, light up lighthouse, new lighthouse appears, find the 

final island 

4. linear sequence: go through right lighthouse by balancing in the vortex to reveal 

new lighthouse. This loop will happen several times but later situation will be 

changed based on difficulty or better idea to make player feel meaningful. In the 

final, player will find the island by final lighthouse. 

5. purpose: give meaning to player’s “momentum” 

4.1.1 Game elements 

Next step is to consider the mapping from experiential gestalt to mechanic according to 

my design framework as figure 2. 

The first mechanic(find the lighthouse): 

Because the player needs to find the correct lighthouse, the player on the interface 

should be able to get the lighthouse's position directly visually. However, in order to 

give the player a sense of uncertainty when driving towards the lighthouse, there is no 

distinction in appearance between the correct and fake lighthouses. Game camera, the 

distance of observation should be far away players, since balance mechanic has higher 

difficulty. 

The information obtained by the player through the interface is fixed. But in order to 

make the process of obtaining information more unpredictable for players, the sea water 

will shake the game camera, making it bump up and down. 

The control of the game in this mechanic is mainly the driving of the cork. In the demo 

of this thesis, the processing is simplified, and WASD is used to move directly 

according to the familiarity. 

Finally, when the player drives to the fake lighthouse, the player will be teleported to 

the previous teleportation point, making the new camera's perspective a novel. When 

driving to the correct lighthouse, new lighthouses will appear, meaning a phase of the 

mechanic is complete. 

The second mechanic balance cork: 



Because the player needs to balance the cork, the player needs to obtain the current 

balance state of the cork. I used the tilt of the game model to show this information in 

the first version. Game camera, the distance of observation should be closer to players, 

since balance mechanic has higher difficulty. 

When the player obtains the information of the balance state, the way to obtain it is 

unchanged. However, the information itself will be changed intermittently by vortex. 

The controls are still simplified in terms of familiarity in this mechanic: only the AD is 

used to control the left and right tilt. Game camera, the distance of observation should 

be far away players, since balance mechanic has higher difficulty. 

After the player controls the cork, the model will change the tilt linearly. The way the 

tilt of the model changes may affect the player's feel, and here I temporarily choose a 

linear change to test the feel. 

 

Next, we need to consider mapping the final experiential gestalt to the game flow. First 

of all, it is mentioned in the experiential gestalt that there are several cycles of finding 

and balancing, which I determined in the game to be three cycles. Before making the 

next circle harder, I have to define the difficulty itself. In find right lighthouse, what I 

define is the novel degree of the mechanic and the number of lighthouses, and the 

former has a larger proportion. In the balance cork mechanic, my definition is that the 

frequency of unknown power given by vortex and the time in vortex, that is, the size 

and difficulty of vortex are positively correlated. So my level looks like this as figure 

3: 

 

Fig 3. Game flow 

Next, I should consider the player's representation. The core experience of experiential 

gestalts in how it feels is anxious. So player representation is that one person in the cork. 

The purpose of the sound is to trigger anxiety in the player. So I chose the most common 

physical symptom of anxiety, the sound of a racing heart. 



At the end, we need to give the player some challenges to start the game. In the first 

version, the player's task was to find the island, but the island was hidden. This 

statement not only gives the player something to do, but also gives the player a certain 

room for experimentation, how to make the island appear. 

4.2 Iteration two 

The second iteration is mainly to improve the three themes proposed in the first iteration 

analysis through the improved design framework (mentioned in the analysis section): 

balance is too predictable, no enough feedback for lighting up lighthouse, same pattern 

for progression . 

In order to make the balance unpredictable, I modified the feedback of the balance to: 

the cork model is inclined rather than linear according to Newton's second law. This 

makes the player need to modify the position according to the direction the model is 

tilted, not according to the current position. The reason for choosing to change feedback 

rather than information acquisition or system behavior is that it means changing the 

player's immediate feelings, and has less to do with experiential gestalt. 

According to the improved design framework, the next step is to define the player state. 

In order to meet the purpose of the experiential gestalt of find island, I let the player 

gradually reduce the anxiety level and add the dimension of anxiety level to the player 

state. In addition, in order to better distinguish finding lighthouse and balance, I added 

the dimension of finding or balance. 

I mainly express the effect of lighting up lighthouse through the changes of the two 

game dimensions of vision and sound. Visually, it mainly includes the change of light 

as shown in Figure 6 and the camera filter (Figure 4, 6, 7). The change of light is because 

the player switches from the state of balance to Find. The three pictures of the camera 

filter correspond to anxiety, a little anxiety and a relaxed player state. The change of the 

sound is mainly the speed of the sound playing, because the whole game uses the sound 

of the heartbeat. When the player is anxious, the heart beats a little faster. And when the 

player is in the vortex, the heartbeat will also speed up. The speed of the sound is played 

on a scale of 1-10, with 10 being the fastest. 

To address the same pattern for progression, I first expanded the game's mechanics into 

three versions: normal balance, balance with UI, and balance with complete UI. The 

three versions correspond to the player's three states: anxious, a little anxious, and 

relaxed. The advantage of this is that it allows the player to gradually transform their 

mood, thereby creating a feeling of overcoming difficulties. 

As a summary, I put the game design related to player state into the following table1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 1. game design related to player state 

Player 

state/game 

elements 

Camera filter Heart beat’s 

speed(1-10) 

Balance 

mechanic 

Anxious in 

finding 

Very dark filter 8 Normal 

balance 

Anxious in 

balance 

Very dark filter 10 Normal 

balance 

A little anxious 

in finding 

Dark filter 6 Balance with 

UI 

A little anxious 

in balance 

Dark filter 8 Balance with 

UI 

Relax in 

finding 

Light filter 4 Balance with 

complete UI 

Relax in 

balance 

Light filter 6 Balance with 

complete UI 

As a complement, lighting changes only happen when the player comes out of balance. 

 

Fig 4. Camera filter: anxious state 



 

Fig 5. Balance with UI 

 

 

Fig 6. Light is exposing when lighting 



 

Fig 7. Find the island 

The normal story beat of my second version of the game, the mechanics and emotions 

are as follows: 

Table 2. beat chart of 2nd version of anxiety ocean 

Story beat emotion Mechanic 

Enter first fake vortex Hopeful Balance without UI in a 

very short time 

light up fake red 

lighthouse 

Annoy, confusion Transport player back 

Find the next lighthouse Anxious Move and turn around the 

camera 

Enter the first right vortex Unpredictable, uncertain Balance without UI in a 

long time 

Light up first right light 

house 

Relief Touch lighthouse and 

watch feedback 

Find next right vortex A bit uncertain Move and turn around the 

camera 

Enter the second right 

vortex 

Novel and uncertain but a 

bit confident 

Balance with simple UI in 

a long time 

Light up second right light 

house 

Relief Touch lighthouse and 

watch feedback 

Find next right vortex and 

avoid fake lighthouse 

A bit uncertain, glad Move and turn around the 

camera 

Enter the third right 

lighthouse 

Little uncertain, confident Balance with complete UI 

in a long time 

Light up final lighthouse 

and see the island 

Large relief Touch lighthouse and 

watch feedback 

As you can see in table 2, the player's emotions go from hopeful to anxious, and then 

slowly to confident thanks to a knack for balance and a clearer vision. I can say that 

this structure conforms to freytag's plot structure(Freytag, 1894), which culminates 

when a correct vortex is reached. This structure contains inciting incident, climb up the 

suspense, climax, resolve complications, closure. But this structure is still too 



monolithic and lacks ups and downs. Ideally, my game flow should contain multiple 

such plot structures. In addition, I will discuss other game flow curves in the final design 

framework. 

Next, I will explain the source of the emotion column. The first emotion hope came 

from the first analysis of theme 7. Based on the first version, I enhanced this feeling 

with a camera filter as shown in Figure 4. The player can now only see one target. Then 

in the first test, the player thinks that find is confusing. Balance's emotion is from Player 

C's evaluation in the first test-in trouble. Also, I fixed the feedback system so I assume 

other players will feel the same way. Finally, with improvements in graphics, sounds 

and mechanics, the player's relief emotion during light up will be greatly enhanced. 

Based on the above analysis, I quantified the positive emotions of players in the beat 

chart. The ordinate is the player's positive emotion scaling from 1 to 15. The ordinate 

corresponds to the story beat in table 3. The numerical strength is not entirely accurate. 

But my basic assumptions are as follows: 

1. At the beginning, the player has a little hope, and then slowly goes to despair. 

2. The positive emotion the player gets in light up is far greater than what he loses in 

find and balance. And when the player finds the island, the player gets the most positive 

emotion. 

 

 

Fig 8. Quantify player’s positive emotion 

 

4.3 Important and novel 

My games are mainly used to guide the player's anxiety by giving the player a first-

hand experience of the game. So the focus of my game is how the game makes the 

player feel uncertain, but gradually recovers for the better. The main way to make 

players feel uncertain is by giving them vaguer goals - finding islands and balancing 
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game mechanics that are hard to predict. What makes the player feel certain or in control 

is giving the player greater visibility and information to reveal how the balanced game 

mechanics work. 

From the point of view of the transmission from experience to guidance, the most 

important thing in my work is the player's experience of the mechanic and game flow, 

and the second is how these experiences cause players to think. 

There are three innovations. First, through specific game development practice and 

testing, the design space of game mechanics and their permutations and combinations 

(beat charts) are expanded. Secondly, I added the element of player state to the design 

framework, which gives the player the meaning of playing. Thirdly, The reward system 

is used to motivate players, not just difficulty. 

5 Analysis 

In this section, I'll discuss some of the themes extracted from two playtest interviews. 

And the results of the first analysis will be used to improve the design framework. The 

method of my analysis is according to the iterative analysis mentioned in the analysis 

in the methodology. Through my personal interpretation as objective as possible, I try 

to mine the properties of the data itself and use it to expand my design framework. I 

first display the summarized data in a table, and then read the theme based on the 

summary. These themes show the results of my design framework and also help me to 

further improve the design framework. 

The logic for reading the theme twice is similar. But since the same tester was used for 

both tests, the test data part of the second test is not available. 

5.1 First iteration 

The results of the first version of questionnaire showed that all 4 players were in a state 

of anxiety, because their total scores for the three anxiety questions were all around 12, 

and none were lower than 11. This shows that they are all suitable interviewees. Then, 

I ranked them in order based on their gaming experience. Player D is the most 

experienced, with player C, player B, and player A decreasing in order. This information 

has not been used for the time being, but can partly explain why players C and D can 

give a more detailed game experience. 

After I translated the player's voice to text, I summarized the text and placed them in 

Table 3 along with the interview guide's 7 questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 3. first interview data’s summary 

Questions/players A B C D 

Impressive Find 

lighthouse 

wave Balance in 

the cork 

Anxious 

feeling(overall) 

Balance not 

challenging 

Not a big 

challenge 

No delay 

when 

pressing the 

button 

easy and 

predictable 

Find lighthouse Stuck 

somewhere 

because I 

forget which 

lighthouse I 

touched 

before 

Boring, Confused 

when I was 

sent back by 

lighthouse.  

Feel a little 

achievement 

when 

touching 

lighthouse. 

can’t notice 

new 

lighthouse. 

 

 No direct 

feeling when 

touching 

lighthouse. 

Island Bored, same 

pattern 

annoy, 

because I 

have to go to 

each 

lighthouse 

Find some 

sense 

General 

process 

life events Lose 

direction 

when writing 

Have to go 

forward 

In trouble Future anxiety 

in teenage: 

Can’t see the 

direction 

Navigate life no no I have to grab 

the first 

visible point. 

The next one 

will be 

clearer. Any 

type of 

problem 

 

There will be a 

final island 

suggestions gain direct 

feedback after 

I touch 

lighthouse 

no First 

lighthouse is 

hope not 

anxious. 

 

Sound reminds 

me anxiety 

 

Describe the results of the first interview about guiding the player. Three players (ACD) 

triggered anxious events with the help of the game. Player A did not find a solution with 

the help of the game. Player D says it can be resolved eventually, but doesn't say how. 

Player C believes that the trouble can be solved gradually, which is somewhat similar 

to game progression. As a conclusion, the first version of the game didn't do a good job 

of navigating the player's anxiety. Below I will extract a series of themes to validate 

and improve my design framework. 

 



The first theme is intense experience in game and life events are matched by feeling. 

For example, player A said that her most impressive experience was Find lighthouse, 

and the corresponding feelings were unpredictable and uncertain. This is the same as 

lose direction when writing. This theme mainly shows that it is feasible to guide players 

by triggering their feelings. 

The second theme is that balance is too predictable. Player A and Player B found 

Balance not challenging, but did not give a reason. And player D directly gave the 

reason why balance is easy to predict. Another way of saying that players are too 

predictable is that there is no delay between actions and feedback from the system. 

Because of this theme the balance experiential gestalt can't provide the proper 

momentum to the player, so I will improve this theme in the next version of the design. 

The third theme is Finding lighthouse is confusing. Player B has no difficulty in this 

regard. But player C directly said confused, while A and D said the reason for confusion. 

But confusion is close to the purpose of the experiential gestalt to find lighthouse, so I 

will keep those designs. 

The fourth theme is no enough feedback for lighting up lighthouse. Player D directly 

expressed no feeling for the action of light up house, while player C used a little when 

describing the achievement. I think they all didn't feel enough of a strong enough 

feedback to make sense, so I'm going to enhance the effect of the action light up 

lighthouse on the environment in the next version. 

The fifth theme is the same pattern for progression. Player B's reaction to the same 

pattern is the strongest, to the point of being annoy, which may also affect how he feels 

about the game as a whole. And player A, player B, and player C are dissatisfied with 

this mechanic in descending order. I decided to fix the same pattern in the next patch, 

because it would make the player feel meaningless and then the navigation would be 

difficult to continue. 

The sixth theme is interpretive keys. When player D talks about advice, he says sound 

reminds me anxiety. It suddenly dawned on me that this is how the player reflects in 

the game, with sounds to indicate the player's state. Then the change of the player's state 

should also correspond to the change of the sound. This will be reflected in the 

subsequent design framework. 

The seventh theme is emotion. Player C said first lighthouse is hope not anxious when 

giving advice, which gave me some inspiration. The design in the game will give the 

player some emotion. Then if all the designs are connected together, there will be some 

continuous emotions, which will be a useful tool to guide the player. Therefore, I will 

discuss in detail how to use beat charts to form effective game flow in the game design 

and development chapter. 

5.2 Improved design framework 

The source of ideas for this version of the design framework is the sixth theme in the 

first iteration - interpretive keys. Originally it said sound reminds player D anxiety. But, 

going along the lines, can I use a sound to prompt the player's state change? Can I use 

changes in other game elements to signal player state changes? I try to put this line of 



thought on solving existing problems. 

Regarding the fourth theme, I can make the player notice and feel that the challenge has 

come to an end through the animation of the camera, light, and game elements 

disappearing. 

For the fifth theme, I could do some variations of the balance mechanic first, and then 

unlock as the player lights up more beacons. Doing this both solves the original problem 

and builds a more complex emotional curve for players - beat charts, which can be used 

to improve game flow. 

To sum up, I will put the element of player state into the original design framework as 

shown in the figure 9, and connect it with effects, mechanic and game flow. It's worth 

noting that I replaced the original sound with an effect. 

 

Fig 9. Improved design framework 

New element effects include sound and visual effects. 

Next, I explain the three connections for step 8: 

1.player state -> effects: Find sound or visual effects that can represent changes in 

player state. 

2. player state -> mechanic: Create a variant of mechanic to show the change of player 

state 

3. player state -> game flow: put game mechanics into the game through beat chart or 

other techniques, which is inspired by theme 8. 

This design framework will be used in iteration 2 of the game design and development 

chapter. 

5.2 Second iteration 

For the second test I still used the same 4 testers, which would have skewed the results. 



So my question is also more focused on the changes between the two versions. Even 

so, player A still has not obtained the corresponding game experience and can be 

interviewed. While several other players were given guidance on anxiety. All three 

believed that the state of anxiety could be overcome in some way. In addition to that, I 

also got some new inspirations from their suggestions that can be used in the final 

design framework. Same as the first analysis, next I will present the player's interview 

data as in Table 4 and extract themes from it to validate and improve my design 

framework. 

Table 4. Second interview data’s summary 

Questions/players A B  C  D 

Balance No 

detailed 

feeling 

More 

active; skill 

increased; 

UI gives a 

navigation 

to balance, 

which 

makes 

people feel 

more 

predictable 

 

Much challenging 

Face changes, more 

dynamic 

smoother 

More 

Active in 

later 

version; 

 

Find lighthouse Feel good defeating 

rewards 

makes 

player 

relief 

Relief because of 

better vision of 

camera 

Happy, 

relief 

 

Island no Similar but 

feel better 

Not rewarding 

enough, but feel good 

Better 

progression, 

reach the 

goal 

Remind anxious 

events 

no Writing 

thesis 

political things in 

Ukraine 

Progression 

in life 

Navigate life no Something 

to track 

Do minimal thing Life 

becomes 

clearer and 

clearer 

suggestions No feeling 

about this 

game 

because of 

previous 

experience 

in 

iteration 1 

no 1.Better reward when 

you reach the goal. It 

could be variation of 

main mechanic 

2.Rotate player when 

player is in vortex; 

3.Vortex could be 

invisible when player 

is finding lighthouse 

while lighthouse is 

visible 

 

no 



The first theme is previous experience in iteration 1. Table 4 shows that Player A barely 

uttered any valid information. After the interview, Player A also said that she had played 

it once before, and this time she was not impressed. So, I decided to discard Player A's 

data. 

The second theme is UI makes player active. This is recognized by Player B, Player C 

and Player D. Player B further said that he felt that his skills had been improved. This 

result shows two problems. Firstly, the feedback problem in the previous version has 

been fixed. secondly, players can get momentum from the balance mechanic. This 

verifies the rationality of the connection between the player state and the mechanic. 

The third theme is relief. Relief happens after the balance ends. All three players get 

relief. This shows that the front of finding lighthouse is relatively depressing, but at the 

end, this depressing temporarily dries up for a while. This matches my design goals. So 

this verifies the rationality of the connection between player state and effects. 

The fourth theme is progression. All three players get a better sense of progression than 

last time. This shows that the beat chart has achieved certain results, and it also shows 

the correctness of the connection between the player state and the game flow. 

The fifth theme is rewards. Player C said that when he arrived at the island, he did not 

feel that the reward was not enough. She wanted a weakened version of the balancing 

mechanic as a reward. To create more meaning for the process, rewards and player 

motivation can also be incorporated into the process. I will explain in detail in the 

results later. 

The sixth theme is information. Player C's second and third suggestions are all about 

the player's information acquisition when they are in balance. Information can be 

invisible, or it can become dynamic making it more difficult to obtain. Both of these 

points can make the balance mechanic more unpredictable. This theme expands the 

design space of mechanical design. I will explain it in detail in the following result 

section. 

6 Result 

6.1 Reward design 

I've only had two iterations of my game, but I still have to improve my design 

framework based on feedback from the second. The theme reward is mentioned in the 

second analysis. In this chapter I will apply intrinsic motivation and extrinsic rewards 

to design frameworks and games. 

First of all, the problem to be solved is that the reward of the final island is not enough. 

The island rewards are more symbolic, but not tied to the previous game content. 

According to the second principle of extrinsic rewards, the reward should justify the 

player's effort. Therefore, as proposed by Player C, it is a good idea to make a toy 

version of the balance mechanic on the island. Since the island is already the end, there 

is no need to arouse the player's further interest. 

Now look at the reward of light up lighthouse with the three principles of external 



rewards. First, players should be able to enjoy or focus on the balance mechanic. Then, 

this mechanic also proves the player's effort through mechanics, visuals and sounds. 

However, this mechanic didn't do a good job of generating further interest from the 

player, as the newly lit lighthouse didn't have a strong connection to this lighthouse. If 

after lighting the lighthouse, several light tracks appear. Players can find new 

lighthouses by following these light paths, which will make players more interested, 

and will also give players more intrinsic motivation because it is a kind of exploration. 

Finally, several light up lighthouse appearances are in the same form and presentation, 

so the player can fully expect the reward. To make this reward unexpected, we need to 

generate some variants and distribute them evenly across the three states of the player 

state. Changes can occur in visual effects, or in the resulting optical tracks. 

6.2 Final design framework 

The final design framework shown in Figure 10 has two more connections than the 

improved design framework: 

1.player state -> player representation: When I defended my thesis, the examiner 

pointed out that my player representation was inappropriate as shown in Figure 4. 

Players will feel safe on a cork with guardrails instead of anxiety. I realize there is a 

guardrail version that might correspond to the player's relax state. Players have no 

guardrails when they are in an anxious state. Players have half guardrails when they are 

a little anxious. I figured out that the player representation would make sense, so I 

linked the player state to the player representation. 

2. game flow -> game flow: This self-connection mainly refers to using several 

principles of reward to check whether the mechanic in the process needs a variant, and 

whether the placed pace is reasonable. 

 

In addition, compared to the improved design framework, what needs to be expanded 

is the first step of mechanical design - gain information. Before mapping to specific 

game elements, we need to decide whether the information is visible, whether the 

information changes dynamically, and whether the information is Hard to notice. 

 

Additional information has been mentioned in design framework and improved design 

framework. Here is a summary of these steps: 

1.game concept phrase: Steps 1, 2, 3. In this stage, the source system is mapped to the 

experiential gestalt through metaphor according to the design goals. 

2. Build the foundation of game elements: Steps 4 and 5. This stage mainly puts the 

experience of experiential gestalt into specific game elements. The final output is the 

basic mechanic and process. 

3. Stage the game elements: Steps 6, 7. This stage is mainly to divide the player into 

several states according to the purpose of design, and then make variants of the 

mechanic, effect and game flow according to the state. When doing game flow, beat 

chart is a very powerful tool and can be used together with difficulty. 

4.motivate player: step 8. Reasonably modify the game principles so that they conform 



to several principles of rewards. The previous chapter is an example. 

5. Output player guide: step 9. 

 

Fig 10. final design framework 

 

7 Conclusion 

My research extracted the design framework from theory and applied this framework 

to practice to develop Anxiety Ocean's model. After that, several themes were obtained 

through tests and interviews, and the original design framework was improved from 

several aspects in combination with theories in other fields. This framework expands 

the design space and considerations of game mechanics and is integrated into the game 

flow through beat charts and rewards. 

Final design framework can be used not only to design games that guide players' anxiety, 

but also to develop new metaphorical games from design to implementation. It's 

promising to be used by people as an expressive tool to share feelings with each other, 

because these gaming experiences make that experience stand out on the surface. At the 

same time, this also has a lot of room for play in the field of education, because it not 

only teaches a specific knowledge, but also conveys a way of thinking - updating one's 

own cognition with new feelings. 

The main limitation of this design framework is the way it is derived. I only added a lot 

of interpretations to a half-finished game, and the test players are designers, which 

makes my conclusions difficult to generalize. However, the people I mentioned above 

can be used to develop metaphorical games that are generally based on the human 

condition, so this must bring in a lot of contextual knowledge. This may require people 

using these guidelines to compare the differences between contexts. 



In future work, I will further expand the connection between metaphor and mechanic, 

thereby expanding the design space. This also makes the emotions that can be expressed 

in the beat chart richer, until most of the basic emotions can be expressed. This is for 

general game design. Then, I will explore the further relationship between rewards and 

reflection. I think reflection doesn't have to be accompanied by pain, it can also be 

guided by rewards. Rewards ensures that metaphorical players have enough motivation 

and interest to play, while reflection emphasizes practical effects, and the two should 

not be contradictory. 
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